WD Music Products, Inc.

WD is the world’s leading guitar parts distributor and manufacturer. We are in our 30th year of business and are located in sunny Fort Myers, FL. Our products are carried by 2,500 music stores in the USA and are found worldwide as well.

You like to protect your property; we like to protect ours... WD’s intellectual property includes the following trademarks:

**Reg. Number - WordMark - Live/Dead**
- 3034855 - BLUE CLIPPER - LIVE
- 2951240 - [KlusonPinstripe] - LIVE
- 1802680 - KLUSON - LIVE
- 3261779 - SEALFAST - LIVE
- 2502212 - SAFETI STRING - LIVE
- 2773728 - SLIMBUCKER - LIVE
- 2528758 - STROMBERG - LIVE
- 3316655 - STROMBERG - LIVE
- 2438421 - MONTREUX - LIVE
- 2436917 - NEWPORT - LIVE
- 2411842 - [Tubular Pickup] - LIVE
- 1607430 - WD - LIVE
- 1598386 - GREEN RINGER - LIVE
- 1598253 - ORANGESQUEEZER - LIVE
- 1598388 - YELLOW HUMPER - LIVE
- 3034854 - PURPLE PEAKER - LIVE
- 3040621 - RED RANGER - LIVE

WD is actively involved in eBay’s VeRO program. If we encounter a violation of our intellectual property rights, we will request that eBay terminate the auction. Continued attempts to sell goods that infringe our property can cause the loss of eBay trading privileges, possibly permanently, as well as risk an infringement lawsuit in United States federal court.

In addition, WD is the owner of the copyrights in all images, pictures, text and graphics in our various websites. These pictures, images, text and graphics are not available for use without the express written permission of WD.

We thank you for your understanding and cooperation.